Abstract-Fair sharing of bandwidth among tenants in datacenters is important to guarantee prompt execution while providing isolation between different jobs. Existing bandwidth allocation methods lack a concept of a task reflecting the dependency between allocations on links. Moreover, existing approaches do not consider the tenants to be smart individuals and lack understanding of a threat that strategic players can produce.
Abstract-Fair sharing of bandwidth among tenants in datacenters is important to guarantee prompt execution while providing isolation between different jobs. Existing bandwidth allocation methods lack a concept of a task reflecting the dependency between allocations on links. Moreover, existing approaches do not consider the tenants to be smart individuals and lack understanding of a threat that strategic players can produce.
In this work we introduce a Strategy-proof Task-Enforcement Mechanism (STEM) which is the only strategy-proof mechanism for datacenter allocation. It seamlessly utilizes task-aware models. While tenants are able to improve their allocations by relocating demands among links, it also improves the global allocation resulting into a strong Nash equilibrium among tenants. This is in contrast to pricing or Competitive Equilibrium from Equal Incomes (CEEI) which permits tenants to inflate their demands and in some cases loosing sharing-incentives. We extend STEM with STEM+ -a work-conserving allocation mechanism.
Recent works on bandwidth allocations in datacenter suggest multiple solutions; many of them provide some of the desired properties of bandwidth guarantees, work-conservation and fairness. However, performance, as a flow completion time, seems to be of a higher value for private datacenter networks rather than fairness. An anecdotal example of difference between performance (FIFO) and fairness (process sharing) appears in different works [4] . Fairness is not a proclaimed goal in production networks, rather fairness plays the role of a mechanism weakening requirement for global job scheduling.
Public cloud networks, on the other hand, define performance differently. There is no single administrative domain anymore, no strict behavioral control or same utility function. Fairness in cloud plays an additional behavior-enforcement role. Cloud, while aiming at network isolation, benefits from sharing incentives, i.e. if a tenant of a cloud does not require as much bandwidth at one path as she requires bandwidth at another, then she can willingly reduce the flow rate at the first path in exchange for additional available rate at the other path. Moreover, the exchange of one capacity for another can be not equivalent, but still beneficial. Thus, in cloud fairness plays the main role for incentivizing tenants to behave in the public network.
Many studies on production networks as well as public cloud networks don't address the strategic properties of the tenants at all. Some works address the simplest strategies, e.g., rate control misbehavior. We observe that because of that many solutions lack strategy-proofness i.e., misbehaving tenants can gain more than behaving.
Task-aware allocation is yet another topic that gets less attention than it should. While generally it is understood that "stragglers" impact and even define network applications' performance, such as MapReduce, to our best knowledge, there is no work on the study of tenants utility based on task-aware models. The task-aware models studied are rather limited by their hose-models representations [1] , i.e., models requiring bandwidth guarantees expressed in forms of hosemodels; after the allocation each flow utilizing a part of the hose-model-based share in its own fashion.
To address this problem we introduce the following notion:
Definition 1 (Task model). A set of (communication) tasks of a tenant is defined by a set of virtual machines S and bandwidth requirements D for a set of links L over which the communication between these machines occurs. The job is said to be limited (after resource allocation) by the smallest ratio (
) between allocated (A l ) and demanded (D l ) bandwidth at some bottleneck link l (the slowest task in the set). This ratio is a task's utility.
In other words, this means that an increase in the allocated bandwidth A l on some non-bottleneck link l = l, will not improve the performance of the job, since equal proportionality between demanded and allocated bandwidths must be observed for all tasks (involved in the given job). In the example above the unnecessary capacity on the channel A-B can be given to some other tenant.
For simplicity, we limit ourselves to communication tasks. However, the limitation is not crucial. The model can be extended to a mixture of communication, computational and memory resource sharing. The latter requires some unified metric to make them comparable, for example, the time. For instance, the master node can send a task over a slow link to a fast machine, or over a fast link to a slow machine; the completion time defines what is preferred. Thus, having the same motivation for our work as Coflow [2] , we have a different understanding of the resources than in Coflow.
To address the described problems and challenges we want to introduce an allocation protocol, which has the following properties: Seamless task-awareness: The allocation needs to address problems for task-aware application, but it should work for individual flows as well. Strategy-proofness: The tenants should be treated as strategic individuals, which are able to misbehave. A strategy-proof mechanism de-incentivize, the misbehavior. Sharing incentives: Sharing is more beneficial than non-sharing, i.e., the whole capacity is divided equally for all tenants and tenants are fully isolated. Work conservation: This is a form of high utilization guarantee for the network. As in a task-aware allocation not the whole network usage is required, work conservation can distribute unused resources at a run-time. some of own capacity they should understand what they get for the lost capacity. Backward compatibility: Avoid any changes to the infrastructure (hardware).
The first obvious solution that satisfies at least a few of the above properties is to use any pricing mechanism as suggested in [5] . However, it can be shown that pricing breaks the sharing incentive property in some cases, and leads to misbehavior in general. Example of mechanism prone to such misbehavior is Competitive Equilibrium from Equal Incomes (CEEI).
There is another more fundamental problem with tenants' misbehavior. Consider Figure 1 . There are three tenants (A,B,C) and two identical bottleneck links (L 1 ,L 2 ). L 1 is shared by tenants B and C. It also can be used by A, although there is no need in that traffic for tenant A. L 2 is shared only by tenants B and A. L 1 is shared equally between B and C, L 2 is shared equally between A and B. Now let us assume that A creates a jamming flow at link L 1 , then three tenants start to share it equally. As a consequence the rate at which tenant B is using the link reduces to the same value (
. This will result in acquiring 2 3 L 2 by tenant A due to work-conserving property of TCP. So it turned out that this misbehavior is beneficial for tenant A.
Some other bandwidth allocation mechanisms are prone to another misbehavior because they favor small or large tenants. Example of such mechanisms include Faircloud [6] . We run a trace-based simulation with data from 3200-node Facebook production data center [3] and found that both PS-L and PS-N allocation strategies favor flows of small tenants.
To achieve the desired properties of bandwidth allocation we introduce a Strategy-proof Task-Enforcement Mechanism (STEM) using the notion of task-aware allocation in a form of demand vectors -a vector with a single numerical value for each link. The demand vectors are composed of the quantity of communication flows (single flow for each unique VM-to-VM pair) over each link. As the quantity of flows are known to the network through hypervisors, there is no need for any API to expose the flow structure. By requiring the demand vectors to be defined as flow count we achieve that all flows of the same tenant obtain the same allocation. Moreover as a fairness metric, we equalize all flows of different tenants. In such a case, each flow at the network will be allocated with the same bandwidth.
From the tenant perspective nothing was changed. It works as before. From the cloud perspective, hypervisor observes all the flows that originated locally. If a new flow is created or an old one is deleted, the hypervisor sends this information to a controller. Using this information, the controller can compute how many flows each link has. If link L has capacity C L and observes D L unique VM-to-VM flows (that is the value of a cumulative demand of all tenants for this link), then link L can allocate no more than 
. The value X is the only thing that the controller needs to distribute to all hypervisors. Each hypervisor, having computed value X, can start to rate-limit all flows by this value.
The main drawback of the above-mentioned mechanism is the absence of work conservation property. To deal with this problem we introduce an extension mechanism -STEM+. For this mechanism we define two classes of traffic: guaranteed traffic (or high priority) and work-conserving traffic (low priority). STEM+ uses the same mechanism as STEM to compute allocations, however these bandwidth allocations form guaranteed traffic. The excess of the guaranteed traffic that VMs try to send is work-conserving traffic. There is almost no changes to the hypervisor compared to STEM, except that right now the hypervisor does marking of the packets instead of rate-limiting. All traffic that is bellow a given rate is marked as priority traffic, all excess traffic remains unmarked.
